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Question: 
Is the battery circuit in the AMD CS5536 companion device UL certified? 

Background: 
A number of VersaLogic SBCs use the AMD CS5536 companion device, including but not 
limited to the EBX-11 (Python), EPIC-2 (Gecko), EPM-5 (Puma), and EPM-14 (Sidewinder). The 
lithium batteries used on these boards are either soldered on or removable, and are typically 
connected to the companion device via a jumper header and a parallel 0.1µF capacitor to 
ground.  

Answer: 
The battery circuit is not UL certified. The CS5536 was originally UL certified; however, AMD 
allowed the certification to lapse. On June 9, 2008 an AMD field application engineer provided 
the following statement to VersaLogic:  

AMD Embedded division withdrew the UL certification on the CS5536 sometime in early 2008. 
We determined that while the CS5536 design itself passed UL certification, a yearly renewable 
UL certificate provides no tangible value to our customers. Customers who require UL 
[certification] must get it at the system level regardless of whether or not the components are UL 
listed. The CS5536 part has never been marked as UL, so there is no change to the product. As 
long as the customer has followed our reference schematics, specifically regarding the RTC 
battery backup circuit which indicates that a series resistor of 47 ohms on the VBAT signal is 
needed to meet UL requirements, there should be no problem getting system level certification. 
This resistor provides the backup necessary to prevent high current flow into the battery. 
Current of sufficient magnitude into the battery can cause the battery to explode or start a fire. 
As we understand it, UL wants two mechanisms on VBAT that each by themselves would 
prevent the current. The CS5536 certainly has one, (it actually has two, otherwise we wouldn't 
have been able to get UL in the first place). The resistor provides the other.  

AMD application note #34391A, "AMD Geode CS5536 Companion Device Lithium Battery 
Circuitry" (August 2005), does not reference a UL number but does address UL requirements. It 
states that no external components are needed if the maximum safe reverse current (MSRC) of 
the battery is higher than 4.6 mA. The batteries used on VersaLogic SBCs meet this 
requirement.  
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